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Initial Whitelist Minting of 3D NFTs for 10,000 one-of-a-kind, unique generative unicorns

with varying traits and rarity; 100 percent of secondary sales will go back to the

community treasury and liquidity pool

Unifriends (www.unifriends.io), the new 3D NFT, player-first gaming ecosystem featuring

10,000 unique generative unicorns with 170 varying traits, today announced both its

whitelist and public mint Airdrops.

100 percent of secondary sales will go back to the community treasury and liquidity pool.

WHITELIST MINT DETAILS:

WHEN: February 18, 2022, at 12:00 PM ET

MINTS: 0.069420 ETH

OFFICIAL WEBSITE: https://unifriends.io/ 

 

PUBLIC MINT DETAILS:

WHEN: February 19, 2022

MINTS: 0.1337 ETH

 DISCORD 

Join our DISCORD community now!

Learn more and reserve your spot:

Twitter - https://twitter.com/UnifriendsNFT

Instagram - https://www.instagram.com/unifriends.nft/

OpenSea - https://opensea.io/collection/unifriends-nft-official

 

The Unifriends Utility token, UNIVRS, will be deployed on Polygon chain for gaming

contracts, ensuring hyper-fast experience while eliminating gas fees. Hodlers will be able
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to earn the UNIVRS utility tokens in mini games embedded within the NFTs. Only owners

of the specific token will be able to earn UNIVRS token.

Unifriends will launch three unique mini games in which coin hodlers can acquire play-

and-earn tokens. Each token is embedded directly with Unifriends’ NFTs as a dApp; only

owners can connect their wallets and earn UNIFRN tokens.

The more rare, legendary Unifriends coins will have a higher percentage chance relative

to the total supply allocated to the gaming contract. 10 legendary Unifriends’ NFTs will

have special in-game capabilities.

UNIFRN governance tokens will be airdropped to hodlers and developers to

democratize decisions in a DAO structure. Unifriend hodlers will be distributed a baseline

set of UNIFRN governance tokens, but individuals will be able to buy UNIFRN on an

established DEX post drop.

On-chain metadata determines whether your unicorn is speedy, strong, or intelligent.

Properties are dynamically derived using pseudo-randomization methods upon minting.

In addition to having a flag set-up at the contract level to allow it to Unifriends activity

on OpenSea, we will also process image reveals progressively based and update the

image base URI at the contract level ~3-7 days per batch of mints

New immersive, browser-based games will be deployed throughout 2022. Players will be

able to participate in future drops and buy new items and upgrading NFT using

UNIFRN/UNIVRS tokens.

Unifriends Zebra NFT



Unifriends Zebra NFT

ABOUT UNIFRIENDS

Unifriends is a 3D NFT project featuring 10,000 completely unique generative unicorns

with varying traits and rarity. Unifriends will have a governance token UNIFRN to

democratize decisions in a DAO structure. The UNIFRN governance token will be

airdropped to holders and developers of the project for governance. A utility token

UNIVRS will be deployed on Polygon chain for the Unifriend gaming contracts. The

UNIVRS token will be earnable within our browser based mini-games platform.

Visit www.unifriends.io to join the NFT revolution!
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